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The FeCube kit
Congratulations with your Ingegno FeCube kit. Let your
imagination fly, and create a multicolored light.

You will need the following tools to put the kit
together:

• Soldering station and tin

• A power glue or a glue gun

• Stripping pliers, pincers

• A tidy workspace

With this kit you will learn to work with Arduino,
jou will solder components and build your highly
personalized LED light.
This kit comes with Arduino code, which you can download
from https://github.com/ingegno/fecube

Principle
A color LED (RGB LED) has 4 legs. We need
3 signals to create colors. We will use 9 RGB
LED in this project, so 3x9=21 signals are
needed. We also want to control the light with
a pushbutton (an extra signal needed), and
optionally later add a distance sensor (3
signals needed)
So, to make this piece of electronics possible
we will need at least 25 signal channels. It is
hence already a complex circuit, which is
normally not attainable with a simple
computing unit (like the Arduino UNO).
Therefore, we will use in this project a
simplification to make it possible to make the
LED cube: multiplexing. This entails that we
will control a group of lights as a product of
two signal groups. We consider a group of 3
colors, and a group of 9 LED. This means we
need 12 signal channels, a big reduction from
our original 21 signals!

To control the LED, we use the Arduino microcontroller. This
is a processor we can program to create light effects. In this
project you can build the Fe Cube and program effects, or

The Components

• Lasercut frame to hold all the electronics
• A plexiglas cover
• Ten RGB LED (Common Cathode)
• Ten 220 Ohm or 330 Ohm resistors
• A 10k Ohm resistor (or greather)
• A pushbutton
• An Arduino UNO with USB cable
• 5 stiff wires which we will use as pilars for

the cube (paperclips)
• 3 NPN transistors (2N3904 or 2N2222 or
BC547)

• A small breadboard
• Different wires: red, green and
blue wire for the color circuits, and
approximately 24 connector wires for
use with the Arduino and the breadboard
• 2 screws and bolts M3
• 9 small plastic cilinders

https://github.com/ingegno/fecube
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you can limit yourself to building the cube, and making use of
the effects we already created for you.

However you proceed, you first need to install the Arduino
software and learn how to program our Arduino UNO.

Arduino
Start with testing the Arduino. Take your breadboard, the
Arduino, 3 wires, a resistor (220 or 330 Ohm), and a RGB
LED. The RGB LED are Common Cathode LED. This means
that the longest LEG must be negative, and the other legs
positive, in order to generate light.

Let us test this out with the Arduino UNO. Take the
Arduino, A 220 Ohm resistor and the RGB LED. The
longest leg is the cathode and must be connected
with the GND channel of the Arduino via a resistor.
Connect one of the other legs with the 5V channel of
the arduino. Normally the order of the colors of the
RGB LED legs is left red, then the cathode, then
green, then blue. Some RGB LED are different
though, so try it out. You see the circuit in the sidebar.

Give your Arduino power via an USB cable to your PC
or an outlet. Test with this circuit if you LED all work
good.

That was easy, no? No programming was needed, we
used the Arduino as a common battery. We next will
use the Arduino to control the light via code. Let's do
that now, and show some different colors with the
LED.

Go with your webbrowser to http://arduino.cc, and click
on the Download button. Download the Aruidno IDE which
we will use to program out Cube. Choose the stable version.
Ask help of an adult if problems installing.

We will now let our light show the 3 colors. First we change
the circuit. In stead of using the 5V output of the Arduino
board, we use the numbered Arduino outputs. See the
second circuit in the sidebar. We have connected the legs of
the LED that correspond to the colors to the outputs 8, 9 and

First circuit

http://arduino.cc
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10 of the Arduino. The rest of the circuit is as before.

As second step we need to write a program with the
Arduino IDE. We call these Arduino programs
'sketches'. The sketch we write has to make sure the
outputs we used are put under power zo that the LED
starts to burn. So, open the Arduino IDE (let an adult
control that in the menu Extra>Board, the correct
Arduino board is selected, for our kit this is the Arduino
UNO).
In the Arduino IDE, write following code:

const int ledPinR = 8;
const int ledPinG = 9;
const int ledPinB = 10;

int ledStateR = LOW;
int ledStateG = LOW;
int ledStateB = LOW;
long previousMillis = 0;

long interval = 3000;

void setup() {
pinMode(ledPinR, OUTPUT);
pinMode(ledPinG, OUTPUT);
pinMode(ledPinB, OUTPUT);

}

void loop()
{

unsigned long currentMillis = millis();
unsigned long timer = currentMillis

 previousMillis;
if (timer > interval) {

// save last time
previousMillis = currentMillis;

}

if ( timer < interval/3) {
ledStateR = HIGH;
ledStateG = LOW;
ledStateB = LOW;

} else if (timer < 2*interval/3) {
ledStateR = LOW;
ledStateG = HIGH;

Control RGB LED

Basic Arduino Code

; Each command ends with a
pointcomma

{} Accolades are used to indicate code
blocks.

// Two slashes start a comment line
So, this is NOT code. Use it to make
your code more readable!
/* comments */ is an alternative
method for long comments

if (condition) { .... } else { ...}
The if condition allows to do tests. Is

the condition. Is the condition is true,
you execute the first code block. If there
is an else, then that block is executed if
the condition was false.

== Test if something is equal
<, <=, >=, > Test if something is

smaller, smaller or equal, greater or
greater or equal.

More: http://ingegno.be/Manuals/
Ard_Sheet_nl.pdf

http://ingegno.be/Manuals/Ard_Sheet_nl.pdf
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ledStateB = LOW;
} else {

ledStateR = LOW;
ledStateG = LOW;
ledStateB = HIGH;

}
// set the LED
digitalWrite(ledPinR, ledStateR);
digitalWrite(ledPinG, ledStateG);
digitalWrite(ledPinB, ledStateB);

}

Above code must be typed over identically in the Arduino
IDE. A programming language must be understood by a
computer. Unfortunately computers are still a little bit stupid,
so you are not allowed to make errors! It's like doing a
spelling test and needing a 10/10 every time. So, take your
time to learn the structure and language of the Arduino. See
the sheets 'Programming with Arduino' that you can download
with this guide.

Are you ready? Click then the first button in the Arduino IDE.

At the bottom of the IDE you will see if Compiling the code
finished successfully, or if there was an error. The errors can
be difficult to read. An error message contains the line where
the error was noticed. Ask an adult if needed.

For example:

Here you see there was an error on line 26. A ; sign is
missing at the end. This is a common error you can quickly
correct.
The second error is on line 29. HIGHH was typed in stead of
HIGH. The line where your cursor is at the moment can be
seen in the bottom line of the IDE. In the figure above you
see our cursor was on line 25.

There is an error in your code? Don't panick, read the error
message, and try to understand what is wrong. Then correct
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it.

If there are no more errors you can upload your
code to the Arduino with the button:

Throug the USB cable connected to your PC, the
Arduino is (slowly) loaded on the Arduino. If the
code was correct, the RGB LED will begin to show
red, then green, then blue. Congratulations, your
first Arduino sketch is finished.

Problems with the code? You can download it from
the following webpage:
https://github.com/ingegno/fecube
Go to the section Manual sketches, and select the
Arduino sketch of this manual you want to download
or copy. For this lesson this was: n01_RGB.ino.

How does a LED work?

We explain this with quantumphysics,
a branch of physics most people
never learn about. We then work with
quantum particles, here electrons,
which are negatively charged
particles. Electrons flow out of the
GND pin, pass the cathode () of the
LED, and go to the anode (+).

The cathode consists out of what we
call an ntype material. This is a
material with an excess of electrons.
The anode side is a ptype material.
This is material with too little
electrons, which we call holes: it is a
lack of an electron in the material. The
ptype material conducts current by
moving holes around. The ntype
material uses electrons.

So, if electrons arrive at the cathode,
they create a surplus of electrons, and
the electrons are being pushed
towards the pmaterial. Once there,
they fall into one of the holes. This is a
quantumeffect that will create a small
quantum of energy: a photon, which
we see as light if there are suffiicient
photons! This effect is called
Electroluminescense, and it occurs if
both p and ntype materials are
carefully constructed

It follows that a LED can only produce
light if the current flows in a specific
direction! The cathode must be
connected to the GND, and the anode
to a positive voltage. Turn the LED
around, and see it stops working!

Code explained
Your code worked and the RGB LED blinks. But how
did the sketch do that? Let us look at the different
lines and explain them one by one.
The Arduino has numbered ouputs. We used output
8, 9 and 10. Hence, our program starts with defining
the names of these numbers, so we don't make
errors later. We will connect the leg of the LED for
red light with output 8. Therefore we write:
const int ledPinR = 8;

https://github.com/ingegno/fecube
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The 8 is a constant (const), and an integer
number (int). Every time we will write ledPinR,
we mean the number 8.
The outputs of the Arduino can have two
voltages: GND (ground, 0V), or 5V. We indicate
this in the Arduino IDE with LOW or HIGH We
define with
int ledStateR = LOW;
a variable that can be LOW or HIGH.
Next we define a number that will contain what
was the last time point at which we started a
blink cycle with the LED. We call this
'previousMillis'. The indicator 'long' in front
means that it can be a very, very, large integer
number.

Next we store in the variable 'interval' how long
a single cycle should be. This is in milliseconds,
so 3000 means a cycle takes 3 seconds.

Each Arduino programma requires a setup and
a loop part. The setup is executed when starting
up the Arduino, the loop is a part that is
constantly repeated. The only thing we must
communicate to the Arduino on startup is which
outputs will be used, and how. In our case the
outputs are used to provide current to the LED,
which we indicate with OUTPUT. Defining the
output for the red LEG leg is done with
pinMode(ledPinR, OUTPUT);

The loop is the real program. We show for a
third of the interval red, then green, then blue,
after which we start a new cycle. To do this we
define a timer, which indicates the current time.
Wiith the function millis() we obtain the time
since the Arduino was switched on. Our timer is
then the difference between the current time,
and the beginning of a cycle
unsigned long timer = currentMillis 
previousMillis;
If the timer is larger than a cycle interval, we
restart the cycle at the beginning by making
sure timer will be 0 in the next loop:
previousMillis = currentMillis;

After this we deterime which color we will show

Task 1

Try to change the codeProbeer nu de code
te veranderen. You can do the following
things:

• Change how long the different colors are
shown. Now every color is shown 1/3 of the
cycle. Show red longer, or make your own
variation of RGB colors.
• What happens if you make the interval
length shorter and shorter? The shortes
interval possible is 1 millisecond, which is
one thousandth of a second. You can go
faster with the Aruidno with the function
micros(), wich counds in microseconds, an
millionth of a second.
• What happens if you give current to blue
and green at the same time? Or even all 3
colors? You can do this by sending HIGH to
the correct pins with the digitalWrite
function.

The Resistor

Why did we need a resistor in our circuit to
make the LED burn?

The Arduino gives 5 Volt. Volt is an
indication of how much work you can do.
The LED is made for only 3 Volt. If you use
more, the LED will be damaged quickly.

Therefore we need to use a resistor to lower
the voltage over the LED. The resistor does
what its name indicates: it resists the
current. As a consequence the electrons
use a part of their force when they flow
through the resistor. Not only will they have
less force afterward, there will also pass
less electrons every second. The resistor
also reduces the current.
So, the resistor wil diminish the current and
after passing the resistor there will be less
force to use in the rest of the circuit.
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based on the value of the timer. The first part we select red,
then green, then blue. We end with sending to the LED legs
the color we calculated for the current value of the timer. For
the red led leg output, this is done with:
digitalWrite(ledPinR, ledStateR);

So, our program contains: at the top the definitions of the
different numbers, then in the setup we define the pins we will
use, and we end with a loop in which we calculate which leg
needs to obtain current and which not. Via digitalWrite we
then execute this

The Transistor: a mini switch
We made a LED burn with the outputs of the Arduino. For a
LED that is ok, but in general it is better to supply power to
your components via de 5V and GND outputs of the Arduino.
However, if we do that, the LED would burn all the time, as
there is no way to switch off the power on the 5V or GND
outputs.
Therefore we must place a switch between the current, which
we can open or close. A transistor is a miniswitch which can
do that for us.

There exist many sorts of transistors. We will use the NPN
transistor 2N3904 or 2N2222 or BC547. What do the legs
do? Hold a transistor straight up, and look at the flat piece of
the NPN. Then, for the BC547 transistor we use, the left leg is
the entrance of the current (C, from collector, towards the 5V),
the right side the output (E, from Emittor), which you need to
connect towards the GND side, and the middle leg is the P or
positive control side (denoted with B, from basis). If a positive
voltage (HIGH) is applied to the basis, the NPN allows current
through. Is the basis connected with ground voltage (LOW),
no current can pass, and the circuit is interrupted. The
2N3904 or 2N2222 have the collector and emittor switched
around.

Use the components to make the circuit you see in the
sidebar.
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How does a Transistor work?

There exist many types of transistors. You find them in all
measures and forms. There are also different methods in which
they are created. For example, the processor in your tablet is made
of millions of supertiny transistors.

The transistor we use is of the type Bipolaire transistor. In the piece
"How does a LED work" we have seen that a LED is a PN junction.
We call our transister an NPN transistor because, indeed, it's a
combination of 3 materials" an ntype material, a ptype material,
and then again an ntype material. This time the ptype material
only has few holes. If we connect it with the GND () there will be
even less holes (the electrons fill them up). As we have explained,
a ptype material conducts current via holes, and if they are filled,
no current can flow, and the switch is open.

If on the other hand we put a voltage over the ptype material, the material loses electrons,
and hence obtains more holes. This means we can now have current from the basis to the
emittor, which is one of the two ntype materials. This is the same as the PN junction of the
LED. The emitter sends electrons into the basis (emits electrons). Carefull, by convention we

say that current flows from plus to minus, so
the flow of the current is the opposite of the
actual flow of the electrons! The current goes
from base to emittor, the electrons go from
emittor to base. In the ptype material, the
holes flow in the same direction as the current.

Okay, but how do we make current flow from
one ntype material to the other ntype
material? That should not be possible! The

trick is that the ptype material, once connectd to sufficient voltage (+) obtains extra holes, and
it can form a line of holes from the emittor ntype material to the collector ntype material. Now
something special happens: the electrons can jump from hole to hole via this line from the
emittor to the collector. And, what is important, they can do that much, much, faster than the
holes can move. In other words, we obtain an amplification of the current at the base, as you
see in the figure. The switch is closed. If we increase the current at the base, even more holes
flow into the ptype material, and more connection lines of holes can form from emittor to
collector. Like this we can transform a small signal at the base into a big signal over the NPN.

Notice that in our circuit we put a fixed 5V signal over the base of NPN transistor via the
Arduino output. Because of this, the current at the base is sufficient to make the LED burn.
This is not a problem, just something you must know. Using resistors towards the base we can
reduce this current. A resistor 10 times larger than the one in our kit will still give us a working
LED with this circuit.

Fig: Different types of
transistors

Fig: An NPN transistor
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Make with the components the circuit you see in the
sidebar "Control LED with NPN". You see that we need 3
NPN transistors, 4 resistors, the RGB LED and many
wires. If you are ready, you can connect the Arduino with
your PC so it is under power. The sketch to make this
circuit work is identical to the previous one, so it should
work immediately. With outputs 8, 9 and 10 we control the
three colors. The only difference is that we don't directly
control the LED, but instead open and close the mini
switches.

Task 2

You have used the resistors from the kit for the LED cube. These are not very
strong. The one big resistor should be too strong however. Do you have other
resistors at home from previous projects? Test how large the resistor to the
base can be to still obtain a working LED.
You should be able to reduce strongly the current towards the Base of the
NPN.

Would this be a way to test the strength of a resistor?

Control LED with NPN

The Result
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Mixing Colors
If you did Task 1, you know you cannot just mix the colors red,

green and blue. Then how can we obtain pink or purple
with the RGB LED? Or is this not possible?

Yes, it is possible. Thanks to persistence of vision, we can
make our eyes believe they see any combination of red,
green and blue light. Which colors can we make like this?
A lot:

Let us make an Arduino sketch to show a mixed color
with our RGB LED. The Arduino circuit does not change.
We will only make our sketch (the program) smarter, and
conjure up mixed colors like that.

Download the second program from the website,
n02_RGB_mixing.ino, and save it in a folder with the
same name: n02_RGB_mixing. Open the Arduino sketch
with the Arduino IDE, and load it on the Arduino.
In stead of red, green or bleu sequences, you should see
3 mixed colors.

Let us investigate what we changed in the sketch. The
first important part is that we defined extra functions: the
function color() and the function yellow(). This makes the
code more organized, and allows to write code you need
several times only once.
We mix colors by showing an amount of red, green and
blue. How to pass this amount of color is a matter of
convention. We use the most frequent one: a color

Persistence of vision

If you did Task 1, you know that by
blinking very fast, you can
generate the illusion that the LED
does not blink, but instead shows
a 'mixed' color. So, we can control
how bright a LED is or which color
it shows, by showing different
colors after each other very fast or
by turning the LED off for a small
fraction of time (dim the LED).

The trick is to avoid people to see
the LED blink. Fortunately,
humans have presistence of
images. Perhaps you know the
Phenakistiscoop, invented by
Plateau in Ghent (google it!),
which demonstrates this.
Persistentence of images is the
phenomonen that an image which
has been seen for a fraction of a
second, remains seen by your
brain, even after the image
disappeared or moved. This is the
principle behind film and
television.
Humans can see maximally 24
images per second, so if show
different images within 40
milliseconds, our brain will be
tricked into seeing a composed
image and with different images a
smooth image .

If you show above horse images sufficiently fast, it will apear as if the horse is running. This principle of
persistence of vision is the principle on which movies are based.
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amount is defined with a number from 0 to 255. So red 0
means no red, and 255 means red all the time. Red 200 then
means that we show red 200 parts on 255.
The function color(int R, int G, int B), is a function which
obtains 3 amounts of color, and transfers it into a mixed color.
The trick is to show eanch amount of color 3 microseconds.
So, if red is 2, we show it 2x3=6 microseconds. Is red 200, we
show it 600 microseconds red. To show a color for a fixed
amount of time, we use the function
delayMicroseconds(val);

This is an Arduino function which waits (delays) as many
microseconds as you pass with 'val'.
By only showing red, and then do that for only green, and only
blue, we succeed into showing a mixed color.

To dim the color, we need to show no color for some time. This
is not so nice to see if it is not completely dark. Therefore you
can choose if you want to allow dimming or not. If the variable
ALLOWDIM is true, we dim. If the variable is false, we never
dim (which is our the default). With the code we use here,
dimming will quickly lead to flickering. You are warned!

The function yellow() shows how we can use the function color
to define fixed colors. In this case yellow, which is as much red
as green.

The loop function must also be changed compared to the
previous sketch. We don't need to pass anymore if an Arduino
output is on or off, as the color function does that for us. We
only need to generate the effect we want. In this case we show
a second yellow, then a color which approximates whte, and
then violet.

Task 3

Change the Arduino sketch as follows:
allow dimming and show a red light that
in 10 steps goes from bright red to
completely dimmed red. Use interval
length 10 seconds, so a change in
brichtness every second.
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Multiplexing: do more with less
We almost explained all the principles on which our LED cube
is based: the RGB LED, the transistor, and persistence of
vision. The last principle we need is multiplexing.

Multiplexing is the principle with which for example you don't
use 6 Arduino outputs to control 6 LED, but instead control
3*3=9 LEDs or 2*4=8 LEDs. We control more LED than we
have outputs. The price we need to pay for this is that not all
LED can burn at the same time, but only one group at a time.
Thanks to the principle of persistence of vision, this is not a
problem. If we switch sufficiently fast between the groups, we
will nevertheless see a unified image, as if all groups burn at
the same time.

Let us show multiplexing with a circuit that contains two RGB
LED. We then need to control 6 LED legs, so we would need 6
Arduino outputs. In the previous section we used pins 8, 9 and
10, so for a second LED we would need pins 11, 12 and 13 too
Now we would be able to control both LED.

If we want to use multiplexing, we will not be able to use the
LED at the same time, but we will need less Arduino outputs.

You know that 6=3*2, so we can control two RGB LED
with 3+2=5 outputs. This is only a very small gain, but for
more LEDS this improvement quickly becomes very large.
Our LED Cube will need to control 27 LED pins. We will do
that with 12 Arduino outputs, instead of 27! As the Arduino
only has 18 usable outputs, multiplexing is the only way to
make the FE Cube.

You find the circuit in the sidebar. Reproduce it with your
components. The circuits builds on top of the previous
one: you add a RGB LED next to the previous one. You
connect the transistors to the R, G and B legs from both
LED. The common Cathode from the first LED you
connect with Arduino output 11, and the one of the second
LED to output 12, instead of the GND output it was
previously connected to. In case there would flow a lot of
power over the LED we would need to add two extra NPN
transistors between the LED cathodes and the GND, and
then control these extra NPN with outputs 11 and 12. As a
LED does not need a lot of current we skip this here.

You can download the Arduino sketch from the website. It
is the third program, n03_RGB_multiplex.ino, which you

Control LED with NPN 2
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again need to store in a folder n03_RGB_multiplex. We
cannot control both LED at the same time, we we will control
first the left LED, and then the right LED, and this so fast that it
appears they are both on at the same time: we multiplex the
two LED.

The code is very similar to the previous Arduino sketch. The
function color is still there and did not change. A new function
LEDs() is present which does the multiplexen: first the left LED
cathode () is put on LOW, so 0V. The right one is still HIGH
then (see setup(), so on 5V). Therefore, only the left LED
burns. The color() function is then used to show a color on the
left LED, as this function only works with the red, green and
blue outputs. After this the left LED is turned off (HIGH), and
the right LED on (LOW). The color() function is again used to
show a color. All of this is done in a fraction of a millisecond.

The effect we show by default in the loop() function is a bit
different: it takes 2 seconds (interval = 2000), and the first
second we show purple left, and yellow reght. The second
second this is turned around, and then the effect restarts.

We have seen all principles of our LED cube, time to build!.
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For the daring: procedural effects

You can now create your own effects. These consists of determining one color after the other
according to your own composition. That is fun, and cool, but a lot of work! There exists another
method to create effects: make procedures that generate an effect.

Procedural effects are made by creating a function which determines which color we will show.
We calculate a color, which we then show. Like this, you can create a color which reacts to the
outside world, for example a temperaturesensor which leads to a color between blue and red.
Some ides for procedural effects:

• Show a random color for a couple of seconds, with a 'fade' transition.
• Let the LED blink faster and faster
• Let the LED show two colors which blink faster and faster
• Give an indication of the time since the Arduino was switched on with a color
• etc ...

Let us work out the first idea. Download the sketch n04_RGB_procedural, and study it. First we
must learn how to choose a random number. For this we add in the setup() function the
following line:
randomSeed(analogRead(0));
A random number is only really random if we cannot guess from what it starts. For this, we
need to seed the random number generator with a starting number. The above line does this by
reading the value on the not used analog pin 0: analogRead(0). As this analog pin is not
connected to something, there will be a random disturbance on this pin, which we cannot guess
at the start. This gives us the unknown beginnen so that we are sure that the series of colors is
everytime different if we start the Arduino. We can now obtain random number with the function:
random(256);
This Arduino function generates a random number between 0 and 255.

We consider an interval of 6 seconds. The first 3 seconds we show on the two LED two
randomly chosen colors. When starting the second part of the interval, we choose a third color,
and show on LED 1 a fade transition from color 1 to color 2, and on LED 2 a fade transition
from color 2 to color 3. See the loop() function, and the new function
void smooth_transitie(float fadeval);
Here, float means a real nummber (a fractional number). It needs to have a value between 0
and 1. On 0 we show the first color, on 1 the second, and for a value between 0 and 1 we show
a mixed color to obtain a nice fade effect. The mising is (* is x in programming languages):
(1fadeval) * oude_kleur + fadeval * nieuwe_kleur
The value of fadeval is how far along we are in the second part of the interval, rescaled to a
value between 0 and 1:
(timerinterval/2) / float(interval/2)
Here, float() is a function that changes an integer number in a fractional number, which is
needed here because the result must be a fractional number, and the division of two integer
numbers in Arduino always returns an integer number, for example 10 / 4 = 2 en 3 / 4 = 0.

Also different needed variables are defined in the sketch. Try it, and attempt to write your own
procedural effect.
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Fe LED Cube construction

Schematically

We now make the Fe LED Cube. First we explain the
construction with a big breadboard. If
you have such a breadboard you
could try it immediately, but that is not
required. On the big breadboards the
numbered vertical columns have
connected pins (5). The upper and
lower 2 layers have horizontally
connected pins.
On the figure you can see that the
equal color legs of the LED are all
interconnected with the same NPN
transistor. This transistor will control
that specific color. The 3 transistors
go to the Arduino outputs 10, 11, 12.
The outputs 1 to 9 are used for the
common cathode () of the 9 LED,
passing over a 220 Ohm resistor. The
right leg of the NPN transistor goes to

the 5V (+) output of the Arduino.
You can see that there are a lot of connections, but all is build
logically: 9 outputs for 9 LED, then 3 outputs for 3 colors.
Together this will allow to make 3x9=27 signal combinations.

If you have a big breadboard, you can immediately adapt
your previous sketch to generate effects. If not, no problem,
we build the cube now, and test afterwards.

Fe Cube

We have 9 LED, and not 8, the number of corners of a cube.
This is because we will solder them in the form of a Fe Cube.
We call our cube an Fe Cube because it is organized like the
Iron (Fe) metal lattice. Iron metal has a specific structure
which is depicted in the famous Atomium building in Brussels,
Belgium.
We call this structure a bodycentered cubic crystal system
(denoted as bcc).

Circuit for the Fe Cube

The Atomium
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Construction

1. Take the lasercut parts, and veryfy they fit
together good. The cover contains several holes.
These are the holes where the pillars of the cube
will come. Here we will not rotate the cube like in
the Atomium building, but instead will build it as a
normal cube. You need a pillar per LED, which may
not touch each other. So, 4 corners with 2 holes (for
8 pillars) and a centrum hole for the centrum pillar.
Verify the distances, this is the distance of a side of
the cube. Make sure you solder the LED at this
distance from each other.

Lasercut stukken

2. Straighten the 9 paperclips and create 9 pillars. Put them
through the holes. Glue at the bottom the plastic stops. Put
the cover on the box, zo that the platic pieces touch the
ground of the box. The plastic pieces make the construction
more stable, but are not required. Glue the pillars to the cover.
Select the 4 corner pillars you will use for the bottom 4 LED,
and cut them some centimeter above the cover. We will solder
the first 4 LED cathodes to these.

Pillars

Pillars
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3. Now prepare the 9 RGB LED. Take a LED and bend the leg
for the red light horizontally. Use a plier with circular top to
create a helix from the common cathode ().
Do the same for the other 8 RGB LED.

RGB LED

4. Pull the helix over a pilar,
and fix it with a pinch. Now
solder the common cathode
fixed to the pillar.
Careful, the other legs must
remain free. Do the same
for the other 3 bottom LED.
Cut the centrum pillar to
half the height of the cube,
and solder also there a LED
fixed.
Next do the top 4 LED.

Fixate a LED

5. You now have something that already resembles a cube.
We need to connect all equal color LED legs with each other.
There are several ways to do this. We suggest the following:
choose 2 LED on a side and connect of them red with red,
green with green and ble with blue (use a marker on the legs if
you are afraid to mistake what leg is what color).
Repeat this for as many pairs as possible. Next use the red,
green and blue wire of the kit to make interconnections
between the different pairs.
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The cube is taking shape

6. Continue adding wires untill all color legs are
interconnected. To solder a wire to a leg, first cut the
wire to the required length, and strip the ends
(remove the plastic). Put some soldering tin to the
ends: on your work place put the wire flat, and apply
a drop of soldering tin to both sides. Next, warm
with your soldering iron tip the place on the LED leg
you want to attach the wire. Put the wire on that
place, and heat again. Add extra soldering tin if
needed.

Interconnecting blue wire

7. As shown on our circuit at the start, every pillar (cathode)
must be connected to the Arduino via a 220 Ohm resistor.
Take the resistors and amke on both sides a helix like you did
with the cathode leg of the LED. One side of the resistor you
solder to a jumper wire (wire that plugs in the Arduino). The
other side you solder to the underside of a pillar, close to
where the pillars touch the bottom.
If all went good, you now have 9 wires you can plug in the
Arduino outputs 1 to 9.
Do this as follows. Choose a front of the cube. If you look at it,
you see 3 directions: from the bottom (B) to the top (T), from
left (L) to right (R), and from front (F) to aft (A, the back). In
this way we have a name for every LED via short codes. For
example, TLA LED is the top, left, aft LED. The LED in the
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Connecting resistors to the pillars

8. Now we do the 3 color circuits. Take a red wire and connect
it with the circuit of the red LED legs. Pull the wire through the
bigger hole in the cover as in the figure. Do the same with the
circuit for green and blue LED legs.
Now take the little breadboard, and put the NPN transistors on
them like you did in the previous section. The collectors you
connect to a free line on the small breadboard, wich you
connect with the 5V output of the Arduino. The emittor of the
first NPN transistor you connect with the red circuit, for the
second you use the green circuit, and the third the blue circuit.

centre we call MID.
Connect the different LED now to the Arduino outputs as
follows:
BLA: output 1 TLA: output 2
BLF: output 3 TLF: output 4
MID: output 5
TRA: output 6 TRF: output 7
BRA: output 8 BRF: output 9

The color circuits go to the breadboard with NPN transitors
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The middle leg of the first NPN transistor needs to be
connected to the number 10 output of the Arduino. The middle
leg of the second NPN transistor with output 11, and that of the
third NPN transistor should go to output 12.

9. The basic Fe Cube is finished! This cube is not yet
interactive, but we can already write a program to test all the
LED. We do this first before finishing the construction.

Test Arduino Sketch

We start from the previous sketch we
made, n03_RGB_multiplex.ino,
and adapt it so we can test the Fe
Cube. You can download this sketch
from the website, where you will find
it under the name
n10_cube_test.ino.
You will see a limited amount of
changes in this sketch. In the setup()
function you will see that the different
outputs of the cube LED controls are
defined, for example

int ledBLA=1;
which we next define as an
OUTPUT, and which we put on HIGH
at the start, so the LED is off. The only
other change is in the LEDs() function. We give all the bottom
LED the first color, and the top LED the second color. The
middle LED we turn into a white LED:

color(255, 255, 255);

Task 4

1. Change the Arduino sketch so that every LED is given its own color. Do you
obtain the color in the place you expected?

2. Make your own effect. Determine in the loop() function in how many parts you
will divide your interval. Construct then instead of the LEDs() function your own
functions LEDs1(), LEDs2(), ..., for every intervalpart. In these function you give
the LED the color you want. You compose your own effect like this.

The Fe Cube with a first effect
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Pushbutton for interaction

Principle

Now that the basic cube is finished we add a pushbutton. This
allows us to interact with the cube via the button. We
start with a short explanation of the circuit behind the
pushbutton.

Hold the pushbutton in your hands. You notice 4 pins. Of
these, you distinguish two pairs which are closer
together. Put the button down so that these two sides
are left and right. The pins who are close together are
not connected if you don't push down the pushbutton.
Do you push the button down, then these two pins
become connected: the internal switch closes. The two
pins at the bottom are always connected, and so are the
two at the top.

Why 4 pins and not 2? This is because it is easier to
solder like this. Often you need to connect 2 wires to one
side of the button, and with two pins to work with per
side, that is easier.

Just like with our very first sketch we show how the
button works using the Arduino as a battery. Take the
small breadboard, and create the circuit you see in the

sidebar. Test that when you press the pushbutton the LED
shines blue, and otherwise it is off.

Reading the pushbutton status

We have seen how the pushbutton interrupts the current. This
can be useful in some cases, but not for our Fe Cube. In stead
we want to use the button to receive input from the user. In
other words, we want to know if the user pushes the button or
not, and then react to that with Arduino code.

The Arduino has a special function to read input from a digital
pin:

digitalRead(pin);
To use this method we need to define the pin as an INPUT pin
the setup() function:

pinMode(pin, INPUT);

The function will read HIGH if the pin is on 5V, and LOW if the
pin is connected to GND. The trick is hence to construct a

Pushbutton principle
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circuit that gives a LOW if the button is not pushed in, and a
HIGH when pushed in. Such a circuit is given in the sidebar.
Create it with the components you have. Be careful, one
of the resistors is 10kΩ, the other one (at the LED) is the
normal one we used up to now, 220Ω of 330Ω!

Let us analyse this circuit. The Arduino pin to read the
status of the button is pin 12. If the pushbutton is not
pressed, we see that the pin is connected through black
wires to the GND. Hence, the pin will be in the state
LOW. You see we pass over a resistor, but it does not
appear to have a function when the button is not
pressed.

Now consider the case that the button is pressed. Now
there is a connection from left to right over the
pushbutton. The black wires from GND are hence
connected to the red wires who go to the 5V on the
Arduino. If there would be no resistor we would have a
short circuit: current going from high voltage to GND
without the need to do work. We require a resistor to
avoid a short circuit: the current needs to do some work
to pass through the resistor. Which resistor do we need?
Well, we know that pin 12 will be on 5V if the button is
pressed, and we don't want to spend a lot of current to
achieve this, as batteries cost money. So we want a big
resistor!
A big resistor is much larger than the resistance of the internal
circuit in the pushbutton or in the red wires, so pin 12 will
certainly be on 5V: all the work is done over the resistor, and
nowhere else. At the same time the big resistor reduces the
current used, and hence this pushbutton circuit will be very
efficient. For this reason we take a resistor of 10000 Ω, which
we write as 10KΩ or 10kΩ. We call a resistor used in this
manner a pulldown (to GND) or pullup (to 5V) resistor.

We can now write Arduino code that reads the status of pin 12,
and changes the effect shown with the LED after pressing the
button. You find this code on the website as
n05_RGB_pushbtn.ino

This sketch contains some important changes. First and
foremost we use #define to assign numbers to pins. Notice
that at the end of these lines there is no ; anymore. #define
is not better, just an alternative which uses less memory in the
Arduino. You can use it for everything which has constant
values.

Read Pushbutton status
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Next we make for the first time use of lists. We pass how many
effects we will make:
const int nreffects = 4;
Then we create a list that contains all the effects. The syntax of
a list is complicated, but you only need to add or remove
effects from this list, so don't worry now on how a list of
functions is defined:
void (*effects[nreffects])() = {effect1, effect2,
effect3, effect4};
We also keep a list with the length of each effect:
long intervals[nreffects] = {3000,3000,3000,3};

Like previously, an effect will repeat itself endlessly. With the
pushbutton we will allow the user to see a next effect. You can
see how we do this at the beginning of the loop() function: we
read the value of the pushbutton pin, and if this is pressed
(HIGH) and was not pressed before (buttonStatePrev ==
LOW), then we increase the effect we need to show by one:

showeffect += 1;
We take care never to show more effects than we created at
the beginning in our list of effects. Lists start to count at 0 in
Arduino code. Our list contains 4 effects, so: 0, 1, 2 and 3. So,
if the effect we want to show has reached number 4, we make
sure we restart instead at the beginning::

if (showeffect >= nreffects) {
showeffect = 0;

}
After this code we show the actual effects. This code is
analogue to what you did before. The only difference is that we
now created at the start 4 different effects, each with their own
effect function: blinken, light on, light off and light dimmed.

Events

What can we do with only one button? More than you expect!
Think about a touchscreen on a tablet. What can you do with
one finger? Or a computer mouse. What can you do with a
button?

Yes, the anser is: a lot! Je can have a normal press., a long
press, a double press, ... . You could even program it so that
you react based on certain patterns that are passed in (for
example SOS in morse code).

Reacting differently based on different presses is a matter of
software. In our sketch it would be required to keep track of
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when the button was pressed, and when it was released. The
program we will later use will be able to distinguish between
different type of presses in this manner.

Task 5

1. Change the previous Arduino sketch: add your own effect. Your way of
blinking. Do you see the effect you expected? For this task you need to write a
function effect5(), and add it to the lists.

2. Create an effect that shows the first letter of your name in Morse code. Create
a second effect for the second letter. Continue untill you have all the letters of
your name. Use the pushbutton to switch between the letters.
For this, search on the internet what the Morse code is of the letters you need.
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Finish the Fe Cube

Installing the pushbutton

If you did everything from the previous section, you should
have a pushbutton on your breadboard. You now have to

transfer this circuit to the cover of the
cube. You'll find four small holes in the
lid, where the pushbutton should
come. Solder the resistance of 10kΩ
to one leg. Solder then a wire that you
will connect with pin 13 of the Arduino
to the leg that is always connected to
the leg to which the resistor is
attached.

The last wire from the pushbutton
goes to the 5V pin of the Arduino. If
you removed the NPN transistors
from the breadboard, you should put
them back (see section Construction).
Since the NPN collectors have to be
connected to the 5V too, choose a
column on the breadboard and

connect that to the 5V of the Arduino. Use that column also for
the wire of the pushbutton that has to go to the 5V.

Now, you have connected all the
components. Screw the Arduino onto
the bottom of the wooden box with
the provided screws, so that you can
easily insert the USB cable. Close
the box, hold everything in place with
a few elastics and test the cube. If
everything is working fine, you can
glue it.

Test the Fe Kubus

We shall modify the cube test
(n10_cube_test.ino) so that we can
change pattern using the pushbutton.
We make the following patterns.

1. The effect shown in n10_cube_test.ino
2. A snake pattern, where the LEDs are lighted one by one.

Connect the pushbutton

Fe Cube + pushbutton schematically
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You find the code on the website as
n11_cube_pushbtn_test.ino. Download this code and upload
it to your Arduino UNO board. Try the pushbutton to change
from one pattern to the other. Check also if the snake like
effect corresponds with what is in the code.

If you take the time to check the code,
you will notice that this code is a
combination of the previous cube test
code and the pushbutton code. Tje
pattern of the cube code is now in
the function effect1().

The snake pattern is in the function
snake(). The loop() function is
analogous to that from the
pushbutton sketch. In the lists
patterns and intervals, you see that
we have two effects (nreffects=2;),
the first lasts 2000 milliseconds, and
the second 9000 milliseconds.

Everything fine? Our compliments!
Make sure everything looks clean and tidy, glue the coverlid
and enjoy your lamp.

Task 6

1. You previously made your own effect for the cube. Add this as an effect to the
code we used now. Or change effect1() for your own effect.

2. Change the color of the snake in the snake() effect.

3. Make your personalized effect and add it to the list of effects. Did you create a
supper effect? Send us the function, mcristina.ciocci@ingegno.be, and we post it
online!

The finished Fe Cube
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The Fe Cube Library

Why?

Your Fe cube is finished and you can show different patterns.
But if you want you can do more.
By now, you should have realised that to code a new pattern
takes a lot of typing effort, and also quite some calculations for
interval lengths.

We can write a few functions to do most of that job. So that
you can concentrate on coding wonderful effects. We wrote
these functions and collected them in a Library, which you can
download and use.

How does a library work?

The library doesn't work as the code we wrote up to now. It is
based on the principle of frames. You might know frames from
the movie world. A frame is only one picture, that is shown for
only 1/25 of a second. Thanks to persistence of vision you'll
see a moving image.

A library shall call an effect which should return a specific
frame. The advantage for the code is that an effect calculates
only once what should be present in a frame.

You split your effect in frames, and then give the frames to the
function that shows the effects. What you have to give is thus a
list of 27 numbers (9 LED, with 3 colours).

Simple Example

Let us rewrite the previous sketch in terms of the library. You
find the code on the website as n12_cube_library_test.ino. In
the folder of this ino file (folder n12_cube_library_test) you
need to also save the Library file fecube.h, which you also find
on the website. If you open the sketch with the Arduino IDE
after this, you will see that there are two tab pages, one with
the ino sketch, and one with the library file.

The file fecube.h contains the library. You don't need to
understand this file, you only need to know which functions are
present in it that you can use to control the Fe Cube.
We call this a 'black box' approach: a library offers services
which we use, but of which we don't know the internal details
(we don't see them, therefore black box).
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Look at the file n12_cube_library_test.ino. At the top you see
the line:
#include "fecube.h"
This loads the library from the file fecube.h present in the
same folder as the sketch. After this line we can use all the
functions from the library.

Next, there are two effects that have been rewritten in the form
required by the library. All effects need to have the same two
parameters: framenr and frame[27].
For example for effect1():

void effect1(unsigned long framenr, int frame[27])

Your effects needs to calculate the frame that corresponds to
the passed variable framenr, and then needs to store the
result in the passed variable frame. To be able to do this
correct, you need to know in which order you need to save the
LED colors in the frame. The order of LED used by the library
is:
{ledTLF, ledTLA, ledTRF, ledTRA, ledBLF,
ledBLA, ledBRF, ledBRA, ledMID}

In effect1() you see that we create a frame which contains the
colors we want, and that we use the library function
fecube_set_frame() to load our constructed frame in the target
frame.
Our computation of time in terms of interval lengths has been
replaced by a computation in terms of frame numbers. There
are 25 frames per second, so if we want to show the first
frame for 1 second, we need to make sure it is loaded the first
25 frames:

if (framenr <=25) {
Otherwise we show the second frame.

Also the effect snake() has been rewritten like this. In order not
to write lang frames like in effect1() we use the library function
fecube_clearframe to set all frame values on 0 (no color) and
then use the fecube_set_ledcolor functiion to set a specific
LED at a predefined color. We use in this the library values
cBLA, cBLF, ... to indicate the LED we want to give a certain
color.

With this, we have rewritten the two effects. Next we need to
create a list with effects, and a list with effect durations. for
every effect:
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const int nreffects = 2;
int showeffect = 0;
void (*effects[nreffects])(unsigned long, int[27])
= {effect1, snake};
unsigned long effect_duration[nreffects] =
{2000UL, 9000UL};

The only thing you ever need to change later on when making
new effects is the value of nreffect, and the content in the
accolades { }!

The only thing left is to indicate to the library these effects that
we want. We do this in the setup() function, which uses the
library function fecube_setup() to initialize the cube, and
fecube_set_efffects() to pass which effects to show. The
loop() function only needs to call the library function
fecube_loop().

Upload this sketch to your Fe Cube, and see that everything
works as in the previous section. However, without coding
anything extra, you have some new functionality due to using
the library: if you do a double press or a very long press

(>5sec),
then the
cube
switches
off. With
double
press it
restarts

after 10 seconds, with long press it remains switched of until
the next press. Try it!

Task 7

Rewrite your own effect from task 6 in terms of the fecube library. Dit you create
a lovely effect? Send it to us, mcristina.ciocci@ingegno.be, and we add it to the
library!

Complete example

We end with an example that shows all the possibilities of the
fecube library. download the sketch n13_cube_showtime.ino
from the website.
This example contains effects that you must download and
save in the same folder (n13_cube_showtime) as the sketch:
#include "effect_fixed_random_smooth.h"
#include "effect_rolldice.h"
#include "effect_beating_heart.h"
#include "effect_siren.h"
#include "effect_snake.h"
#include "effect_simple_pattern.h"
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So you need to download all these files.
Next you also need the library itself, file fecube.h, also in this
folder.

The sketch contains 9 effects. You see them listed in the list
effects. In the setup code we have some special initialization
functions:

set_fixed_color(255, 0, 255);
// timings for smooth color transitions
set_smooth_color_durations(5000, 10000);

These are functions with which you can change some of the
behavior of the effects. For example, with set_fixed_color you
can determine what collor is shown by the effect:
effect_fixed_color().

The code is relatively simple. Daring children can study the
effects in details to understand them and build on top of them.
Some are quite difficult however! To understand the library is
only something for adults or if you want to become a lights
effect engineer! We end this manual with a last effect you
should be able to change to your liking:
effect_simple_pattern(). Open the file
effect_simple_pattern.h, and read the code. The most
important part is the pattern:

This pattern consists of 4 lines. The last line is the endline, and
must always be present. The three lines above this last line are
27 numbers which indicate the colors in groups of 3 per LED,
and a 28th number which indicates how long a pattern must be
shown.

const PROGMEM prog_int16_t PatternSimple[] = {

//order leds:

//ledTLF,ledTLA,ledTRF,ledTRA,ledBLF,ledBLA,ledBRF,ledBRA,ledMID,duration

30,255,0,30,255,0,30,255,0,30,255,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1000,

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,200,0,100,1000,

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,30,255,0,30,255,0,30,255,0,30,255,0,0,0,1000,

//einde patroon aanduiden

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 1

};

Task 8

Adapt PatternSimple: Change a line by using different colors (numbers between 0 and 255).
Add some lines to create your own effect.
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In this case, all three lines are shown 1000 milliseconds, so 1
second.
Under the pattern there are some variables you can change,
but this is not required. These variables change how the
pattern behaves. Under this is a load function that you should
not change, and the function effect_simple_pattern(), which
you also don't need to change.

You create other patterns by changing only the variable
PatternSimple at the top of this file.

In the sketch n13_cube_showtime.ino we also load a special
effect to show on double press of the push button:

fecube_set_dblpress_effect(rolldice_duration,
effect_rolldice);

With this we indicate that on double press the effect
effect_rolldice() should start. This is a fun effect that
simulates throwing 3 normal dices. Do you want another effect
on double press? Just change this line so it points to the effect
you want!

Task 9

Make a new version of n13_cube_showtime. Determine how many effects you want to
show, and which effect to show on double press.
To create your won effects, you can create an effect function like you did in sketch
n12_cube_library_test.ino, or you can adapt the file effect_simple_pattern.h. Do you want
different own patterns? Save then effect_simple_pattern.h with a new name, for example
effect_own_pattern.h. Change the two lines at the top of the file containing
EFFECT_SIMPLE_PATTERN and give it a new unique name, for example
EFFECT_OWN_PATTERN. Also give the two functions load_simple_function() and
effect_simple_pattern() their own unique name. In the functie effect_simple_pattern() you
need to make sure that you change the load_simple_function() into the new load function
name.

No inspiration for new effects? Look at our website which effects are available:
https://github.com/ingegno/fecube/tree/master/effects

You created your own super effect? Send it to us, and we'll include it in the list of effects.
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